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For kids who march to their own drummer — or are especially attached to a comfort object — here is
a completely adorable character who wears his singularity in style.

Jameson only ever wears green pants. When he wears green pants, he can do anything. But if he wants to be
in his cousin’s wedding, he’s going to have to wear a tuxedo, and that means black pants. It’s an impossible
decision: Jameson would love nothing more than to be in his cousin's wedding, but how can he not wear
green pants? Will Jameson turn down this big honor, or will he find a way to make everyone happy,
including himself? In this pitch-perfect ode to individualism, acclaimed author-illustrator Kenneth Kraegel
creates a character readers of all ages can root for — whatever color pants they wear.
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From reader reviews:

Lucille Wood:

What do you in relation to book? It is not important together with you? Or just adding material when you
need something to explain what the ones you have problem? How about your extra time? Or are you busy
particular person? If you don't have spare time to accomplish others business, it is make one feel bored
faster. And you have time? What did you do? Everyone has many questions above. They should answer that
question due to the fact just their can do this. It said that about e-book. Book is familiar in each person. Yes,
it is correct. Because start from on jardín de infancia until university need this Green Pants to read.

Gerald Dews:

This Green Pants are usually reliable for you who want to be considered a successful person, why. The main
reason of this Green Pants can be one of several great books you must have is usually giving you more than
just simple examining food but feed a person with information that maybe will shock your earlier
knowledge. This book will be handy, you can bring it everywhere and whenever your conditions in the e-
book and printed ones. Beside that this Green Pants giving you an enormous of experience for example rich
vocabulary, giving you trial of critical thinking that we all know it useful in your day pastime. So , let's have
it and enjoy reading.

Rita Hackett:

Playing with family in the park, coming to see the coastal world or hanging out with good friends is thing
that usually you could have done when you have spare time, subsequently why you don't try factor that really
opposite from that. Just one activity that make you not feeling tired but still relaxing, trilling like on roller
coaster you are ride on and with addition details. Even you love Green Pants, you can enjoy both. It is fine
combination right, you still wish to miss it? What kind of hangout type is it? Oh come on its mind hangout
people. What? Still don't have it, oh come on its known as reading friends.

Curtis Phillips:

A lot of e-book has printed but it differs. You can get it by world wide web on social media. You can choose
the top book for you, science, comic, novel, or whatever simply by searching from it. It is known as of book
Green Pants. You'll be able to your knowledge by it. Without making the printed book, it could possibly add
your knowledge and make an individual happier to read. It is most crucial that, you must aware about guide.
It can bring you from one destination to other place.
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